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THEME
India ought to be known as the Great Grand Father of the World Metallurgical Industry. However due to the unfortunate
Historical circumstances many Indians themselves remain ignorant of this fact. The art of Bronze Casting had been practised in
India for several centuries before the Modern World Discovered "Metallurgy". Copper and Bronze were perhaps the earliest NonFerrous Metals which man shaped into tools. Metal is part of the Indian mystique as each Metal has its own alchemic and
healing powers as documented in ancient Indian Scriptures written over 5000 years ago. Metal in India has been used as a way of
expressing Art in several forms using techniques such as Inlay, Casting, Carving, Applique Enamelling, Engraving etc. Metal craft
has also been an integral part of Indian culture. The Indian Non-Ferrous industry has been performing well and has provided
impetus to the Indian industry. It has also led to business opportunities and contributed to growth in major sectors such as
infrastructure, power, manufacturing, automobile, environment, defense, transport, R&D, energy, telecom, oil & gas etc. With an
objective to motivate the non-ferrous industries as well as professionals working in this sector, to excel in their respective areas,
MTLEXS has decided to institute a series of Awards for the non-ferrous metal ecosystem for the very rst time.

VISION
To become the most prestigious & recognized awards program
for the Non- Ferrous Metal industry at Global level.

MISSION
To recognize excellence across Non-Ferrous Metal Industry
The Award is a humble attempt by Mtlexs to recognize excellence across the Non Ferrous Metal industry. We have identi ed several
areas in the sector such as manufacturing process, technology, recycling, product and market development, research & innovation,
import substitutes and star performer awards for copper, aluminium and other non-ferrous metals, in which we plan to award the
meritorious companies including International companies. We have given special preference to MSME units, which are the backbone of
the Indian Economy.
The World Non-Ferrous Awards is the rst ever Award ceremony dedicated to the non-ferrous metal industry aiming at felicitating
excellence in the Non-Ferrous Metal Industry leaders/professionals/individuals/associations in the country which will be decided by a
transparent and independent Jury. The event will give a unique opportunity to the participants to network with who's who of the
industry.
All companies are requested to participate in the upcoming awards and submit the achievements in their areas of operations.
The companies may le nominations in multiple categories, provided each nomination is speci c to that category and genuinely
distinct from one another. The time period for the evaluation of the award will be based on the performance for nancial year April
2016 to March 2017. (Jan-Dec 2016 for International Companies)
Indian 'Non Ferrous Metal' industry plays a signi cant role in the country's economic growth. Increase in domestic demand and
revival of infrastructure spending are helping India to spur its domestic Non Ferrous Metal consumption.
This platform will also bring together all key industry stakeholders to discuss developments, highlight challenges and suggest ideas,
technologies and business models that can shape the future of Non Ferrous Metal Industry in India.
The event will consist of keynote addresses and discussions with the industry experts followed by the awards ceremony. The
unique platform will o er crucial business networking and investment opportunities.

Partners

India boasts one of the largest metallurgical sectors in the world and is known to be one of the founders of World Metallurgical
Industry. Indian Non-Ferrous industries has performed well and provided impetus to the market. It has also led to business
opportunities and growth in major sectors such as infrastructure, power, manufacturing, automobile, environment, defence,
transport, R&D, energy, telecom, oil & gas etc.

With an objective to motivate the industries as well as professionals working in this sector, to excel in their respective areas,
MTLEXS has decided to institute a series of Awards for the non-ferrous metal ecosystem for the very rst time.

Television Partner
ET Now is a 24-hour English business news channel in India, owned and operated by the Times
Group. The television partner will promote/ brand the Awards Event through various means
including Pre-Event promotion and post event coverage on TV as well as Full TV Episode of
the Awards. This will give prominent recognition to the awardees and sponsors on national
television.

Knowledge Partner
KPMG in India is the Knowledge Partner in the award process. KPMG in India has
supported in overall design of the award program including Award Types, Criteria and
the documentation requirement thereof. The framework is developed taking in to
account various facets of performance measurement parameters to equip Jury
members in objective, credible and transparent evaluation of the participants across
multiple award categories.

Partner State

Government of
Maharashtra

Government of Maharashtra
Directorate of Industries, Govt. of Maharashtra (GoM) is an executive arm of the
Industries Department of Government of Maharashtra and is engaged in
implementation of government policies for all round development of industries in the
state by seeking coordination amongst the state level promotional corporations like
MIDC, MSSIDC, KVIB etc. and other department of the government relating to
industries.

Association Partner

Media Partner

Trade Partner

Awards
Category Overview
All the di erent categories are listed below with their details and speci c judging criteria.
Open to metals producers, processors, equipment manufacturers, recyclers, technology providers and any others contributing to the
metals value chain. The judges may sub categorize as per Metals (Aluminium, Copper, Other Metals) and/or turnover of
the Company.

Award Categories
Fastest Growing Company
(Emerging Company)

Best Recycler

Best Break Trough
Technology

Best Innovative Product

Best Export Performance
(Emerging Company)

Best Renewable Energy
Initiative

Best Energy E ciency
(Emerging Company)

Best Sustainability
Practices

Individual Excellence

Industry Leadership (Jury)

Best Supporting
Government (Jury)

Best Supporting End User

Best IT Driven Company
(Emerging Company)

Best Performing Company

International

1. Best Performing Company
The Best Performance category is open to all companies operating in the non-ferrous metal industry. The award will be judged based
on the performance of the company on nancial and non- nancial aspects. The judges will be looking for companies that excel by
consistently delivering strong returns to the shareholders or owners. Improving market reach and adding new and successful business
verticals will also be considered.
The award will be categorized as a. Emerging Company - Turnover less than 500 Cr
b. Others - Turnover more than 500 Cr
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 3 Year trend in nancial details (Revenue, Op. Pro t, PAT, TAX, RoE/ RoI)
 3 Year trend in non- nancial details (Capacity, Production, Sales Volume)
 3 Year trend in employment
 Marketing strategy
 Other Certi cations, as applicable

2. Fastest Growing Company
This category is open to all emerging companies (turnover of less than Rs 500 Cr) in the non-ferrous metal industry. The judges will
look at the growth rate of the company within its area of operation as compared to the growth registered by the other market players.
Financial performance of the company, along with market growth, will be taken into consideration by the judges.
Open to metals producers, processors, equipment manufacturers, recyclers, technology providers and any others contributing to the
metals value chain. The judges may sub categorize as per Metals (Aluminium, Copper, Other Metals).
The world of metals is lled with companies that exhibit an entrepreneurial spirit of advancing new technologies, transforming
markets and re-evaluating established traditions in order to move the industry forward.
The Fastest Growing Award recognizes the achievements of either a genuine startup business or an existing business that may have
moved into a new eld. Disrupting a new space in an already crowded industry takes guts, superior execution, brilliant marketing and
a nimble organization.
Entrants might include, companies with a regional or country focus that have successfully positioned themselves on the world stage,
engineering or trading startups, businesses that have moved their entire focus upstream or downstream within a given industry, or
those who have grown exponentially by pushing beyond the technological status quo.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
3 Year trend in nancial details (Revenue, Op. Pro t, PAT)
 3 Year trend in non- nancial details (Capacity, Production, Sales Volume)
 Expected growth over the next 5 years


3. Best Recycler
The category is open to all recycling companies in the non-ferrous metal industry. The judges will be comparing the volumes of the
recycled metals processed by the recycling company. Also, growth of the company, in terms of operations and business, will also be
considered. The judges will also look at the recycling technologies (whether sustainable) adopted by the company and its result.
Under this category, two awards will be presented, as under:
 To primary producers/large manufacturers in the non-ferrous sector.
 For best waste-to-wealth initiative amongst all other players.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
The judges will be comparing the recycled volume by the recycling company. Also, growth of the company, in terms of operations and
business, will also be considered. The judges will also look at the recycling process adopted by the company and its result.






3 Years trend for volume recycled (Tonnage and Value)
Recycling Process/ Technology
Sustainability of the operations
Contribution to environment improvement
Scrap % in total company production/ input

4. Best Break-Through Technology Adopted
The technology should improve the overall e ciency and also be bene cial for the entire industry. The judges will be speci cally
looking at the technologies that have potential to lead to improvement in use of non-ferrous metals, by way of identifying new usages
and innovating their products to suit the future usages.
Under this category, one award for the entire non-ferrous sector in technology or in End Product or 2-3 process is proposed, including
but not limited to:
 Foundry
 Extrusion
 Rolling
 Light Weighting
 Recycling
The category is open to producers, processors, equipment makers, recyclers, technology providers, software creators, end-users and
others contributing to the metals value chain.
Two awards will be presented in this category a. Processing Unit
b. Equipment Provider
This category acknowledges the work of an organization instrumental in taking a promising metals production technology or process,
trading platform or software tool and expanding its use or impact. The award recognizes innovators or rst movers, as well as those
with the perseverance to transform an existing process or make it remarkably better.
Judges will focus on the research, development and commercialization of ingenious and cost e ective-ways to enhance one or more of
the following key objectives: greater e ciency, higher productivity, better quality and lower environmental impact. The scope of the
award ranges from raw materials supply, metal production and further processing, to the trading and end-user interface.

The independent judging panel will consider any metals production technology or process launched, patented or fundamentally
improved in last 3 years. Technologies operating in pilot facilities or initial phases may also be considered.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Innovation
 Technology details
 Sustainability of the technology
 Impact on e ciency
 Value addition & import substitution, if applicable
 Bene t for the industry
 Company focus on nurturing creativity

5. Best Innovative Product
This category is open to all non-ferrous metal companies, which have innovated a product that can have positive implications on the
non-ferrous metal industry. The judges will be looking at path-breaking innovations that can lead to increase in usage and also
identify new business drivers for the metals or any other major improvement across the complete value chain of the non-ferrous metal
industry. Under this category, award for the non-ferrous foundry, extrusion, rolling and forging sector or alloys are proposed.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Innovation
 Impact on cost and/or quality (Economic viability)
 Value addition & import substitution, if applicable
 Impact on the industry
 Expected trend in future
 R&D investment as % of sales and pro t
 Company focus on nurturing creativity

6. Best Export Performance

(Emerging Company)

This category is open to all emerging companies (turnover of less than Rs 500 Cr) in the non-ferrous metal industry. In this category,
the judges will be looking at the export business of the non-ferrous metal companies. The companies will be judged on their reach in
the international market, volumes exported and its earnings from exports. The judges will look at the companies, which have been
consistently improving their export business by exploring and capturing new export markets.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 3 year trend in export volume
 3 year trend in export value
 3 year trend in reach/ spread in new export market acquisition (geographies, customers, etc)
 Share of export in total revenue
 Future growth strategy

7. Best Renewable Energy Initiative
There has been ever increasing need for environment management, both in India as well as globally and energy sector has been at the
forefront of the discussion. Apart from the environment angle, the supply of energy has not been able to keep pace with the strong
growth in demand over the past many years.While there always existed alternate source of energy in the form of wind energy, solar
energy and others, the higher capital cost and utilization aspects remained kind of deterrents up till now.
Thankfully, the time has changed with e orts of both suppliers and technology providers as well as the conscious end-users leading to
signi cant decline in cost of renewable energy. This award seeks to recognize and encourage such companies in non-ferrous metal
industries who have adopted such renewable energy initiatives and contributed to the environment sustainability.
The judges will look at the initiatives of the companies in adopting renewable sources of energy and the extent thereof.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Capacity of renewable energy plant
 Share of renewable energy in total energy consumption
 Future improvement plans

8. Best Energy E ciency

(Emerging Company)

This category is open to all emerging companies (turnover of less than Rs 500 Cr) in the non-ferrous metal industry. Historically, a
major hindrance to e ective energy management has been simply identifying the problems that are costing the most money so they
can be addressed. To overcome that obstacle, data and analytics are today playing a starring role in energy management. Technology
now helps manufacturing and plant facilities conduct audits that bring to life patterns showing how energy is misspent whether
from equipment in need of tune-up or repair, or operator errors like lights left on or thermostats set incorrectly. By gleaning insights
like these, industrial businesses have the tools and information to prioritize limited resources for immediate results.
Keeping in line with the recognition of environment-friendly practices under the awards, Mtlexs has panned this category to award
best practices in the energy e ciency employed by non-ferrous metal companies. The companies will be judged on their energy usage
compared to their output. The judges will be looking at companies employing most energy e cient practices.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Best practices in Energy E ciency
 E ciency parameters (energy per unit production)
 Process di erentiation
 Usage of other utilities
 Future plans under progress

9 .Best Sustainability Practices
Non-ferrous metal sector is an industrial sector, with most operations being done in plants and project sites. Hence, it is important for
the companies to invest in a sound safety system to ensure safety of its resources, amongst which the manpower being the most
important. The judges in this category will consider the safety practices employed by the companies, its e ciency and the number of
accidents/incidents related to safety happened in the companies. Industrial safety across the non-ferrous metal industry companies is
the focus of this award and all aspects of the same will be considered while judging it.
This category is to also judge the non-ferrous metal industry companies, based on their contribution to the society. The corporate
social responsibility (CSR) activities of the companies will be evaluated and compared to consider the contribution of best CSR
practices towards overall sustainability.
The independent judging panel will look for best practices in both Safety and CSR to recognize the best in sustainability practice.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Accidents/ breaches statistics
 Overall safety & CSR and Environment policy/ strategy
 CSR spend as pro t % (min 2 year trend)
 CSR categories served
 CSR bene t to community
 Best safety practices used (incl. employee involvement)

10. Individual Excellence
This category is open to individuals working in the non-ferrous metal industry. They will be judged on the basis of their contribution
to the company, as well as the whole industry, in their respective elds. The judges will look at the contributions by the individuals
and the transformation in the company's operations as a result of the decisions and initiatives taken by the individual. The
seniormost management of the company should corroborate the statements.

Under this category, one award has been
proposed for each of the following categories:

Life-time achievement (Jury)
CEO of the Year
Young Entrepreneur (Emerging Company)

Life-time achievement

(Jury Award)

Open to any member of the industry who has made an outstanding contribution to the development and future of the non-ferrous
metals sector in the course of his or her career. Nominees may include: business leaders, politicians, regulators, community activists,
economists, engineers, trading and nancial managers, technology specialists and others.
This award is for those who have consistently made the tough decisions that paid o for an entire organization or the industry at
large. Entrants will have a deep dossier from all roles, consistently setting a new standard of industry excellence across all
classi cations and criteria. Nominations from individuals' employers, customers, peers and colleagues will be accepted.
The winner's achievements will be the product of a long and varied career of service, creativity, and insight, and this individual will
have won widespread recognition and respect on the global stage.
This award will be a Jury award. While nominations are encouraged in order to consider competitive evaluation of the candidates.
However, being a Jury award, it may be given to a person without nomination.

CEO of the Year (Open to all CEOs in and around the non ferrous metal industry)
For a CEO to win, he or she needs to have consistently demonstrated clarity of vision, judgment and motivational skills. He or she
must be an e ective communicator, articulating their ideals, vision and integrity; thus, transforming and empowering organizations.
The winner will be a leader who is highly respected by both peers and competitors, admired and followed by employees, trusted by
investors and welcomed by the community.
This award recognizes an individual who has taken decisive action when required, and who has best adapted to market shifts by
balancing long-term growth with short-term challenges.
The independent panel of judges will consider a CEO's entire track record, with particular attention focused on that individual's
accomplishments.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Testimonials/ Peer recognition
 Strategic vision
 Contribution to the company/ achievements
 Initiatives taken
 Contribution to the industry
 Resume/ Pro le

Young Entrepreneur

(Emerging Company)

This category is open to young entrepreneurs of all emerging companies (turnover of less than Rs 500 Cr) in the non-ferrous metal
industry. The judges will consider entrepreneurs from all segments of the industry. Besides being young, the entrepreneurs should
have demonstrated successful leadership qualities and made substantial contribution in the company's business operations. Financial
targets achieved and overall contribution in terms of business acquisitions and management practices employed by the entrepreneur
will be considered while judging this category.
Only 1st Generation Companies will be allowed under this category.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Young age (<36)
 3 year trend in revenue, Op. Pro t, PAT, TAX, RoE, RoI
 3 year trend in capacity, production, sales volume
 Value addition in the company
 Initiatives taken
 Strategic Vision
 Recommendations/ Testimonials from Peers

11. Industry Leadership Award

(Jury Award)

Industry Leadership Award category is open to all companies in the non-ferrous metal industry, which has exhibited excellence
through path-breaking decision by its leadership, leading to considerable transformations in the non-ferrous metal industry. These
categories are open to companies whose decisive actions have led to substantial transformation or change in their core market of the
metals industry. Leadership, market expansion, corporate integrity and nancial success are the key characteristics these categories
celebrate. The judges will recognize rst movers those who venture from the status-quo and are willing to take risks with the
courage and conviction to make fundamental changes in the way they operate. Innovation and progressive thinking de ne these
leading organizations.
The judges will focus on nancial success of the company, market expansion and leadership decisions. The judges will also
acknowledge the risks taken and decisions exhibiting progressive thinking and encouraging innovative practices within the company
and the sector as a whole. The judges will be looking for companies that excel by consistently delivering strong returns to
shareholders or owners, while improving environmental e ciencies, implementing technological advances and displaying a
commitment to sustainable, forward-thinking solutions. Judges will also take into account the challenges of the political and
business environments in which entrants are operating.
A company may nominate in multiple sectors, provided each nomination is speci c to that category and genuinely distinct from one
another.
Nominations to the Industry Leadership Awards:
In addition to considering each entrant's three-year track record, judges will be looking for evidence of industry-wide impact since
January 2016, for all Industry Leadership Awards.
Since this is a Jury based award, applications/nominations are not required.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 Leader in respective eld will be selected by the Jury members

12. Best Supporting Government (Jury Award)
Government plays critical role for the growth and sustainability of any industry. Non-ferrous metal industry which is characterized by
global competition and fragmented nature across various metals is highly dependent on timely support provided by the Government
departments from time to time.
The vision and initiatives of the Government to ensure self-su ciency and development of such industry sectors needs due
recognition. This will be a Jury award and will be given to Government department, ministry or PSU depending on the support
provided by them in terms of policy formulation, supporting demand or enabling overall sustainability of the industry.
Speci c Judging Criteria
 Selecting the best Ministry/ Department which is supporting the development of non-ferrous metal industry.

13. Best Supporting End User

(Jury Award)

The development of any industry is signi cantly dependent on the demand side dynamics. The non-ferrous metal industry being
commodity in nature has been facing severe global competition.
The industry has been striving to provide the best quality material through constant innovation and technological changes. The
industry is contributing to the self-su ciency in the country by continuously expanding scale and product portfolio. However, the
e orts are not complete without active support from the end use segment. The companies in end use industry are continuously
supporting the development of non-ferrous metal industry by adopting the products manufactured in India and promoting the future
development by providing constant support.
This award is envisaged to recognize the contribution of the companies in the end use industry of non-ferrous metal industry. Two
awards will be given in this category one to the private company and another to the PSU.
Speci c Judging Criteria
 Selecting the best company which is contributing for the growth of the non-ferrous metal industry

14. Best IT Driven Company

(Emerging Company)

Information Technology has been huge contributor in supporting growth of multiple industries. The eld has grown tremendously with
the newer products and services which are helping industries to align themselves in even demanding nature of the applications.
Information Technology is no longer an additional edge but has become critical parameter for long term sustainability of the many
industries. The companies in non-ferrous metal industry are embracing the Information Technology in various processes and operations
to remain upbeat with the market changes and be future ready.
The award is conceived to recognize the initiatives of such companies in adopting newer and latest practices in Information Technology
and Digitization.This category is open to all emerging companies (turnover of less than Rs 500 Cr)in the non-ferrous metal industry.
Speci c Judging Criteria
 Best IT/ Digital practices in the industry
 Level of automation
 Level of digitization
 IT spend as % of capex
 IT spend a s% of sales/ pro t
 IT implementation partner
 Future improvement plans

15. International
These categories are open to international non-ferrous metal companies, which have
operations globally as well as in India. There will be three sub-categories within this:

Excellence in Technology/Recycling
Fastest Growing Company
Best Entrepreneur
Excellence in Technology / Recycling
This category is open to international non-ferrous metal companies which have demonstrated excellence in their technology adoption
and also in the recycling industry.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
Innovation
 Technology details
 Sustainability of the technology
 Impact on e ciency
 Bene t for the industry
 Company focus on nurturing creativity


Fastest Growing Company
This category is open to all international non-ferrous metal industry companies, which have been registering exponential growth in
recent times. The judges will look at the growth rate of the company within its area of operation as compared to the growth registered
by the other market players. Financial performance of the company along with market growth will be taken into consideration by the
judges.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 3 year trend in revenue, Op. Pro t, PAT, TAX, RoE, RoI
 3 year trend in capacity, production, sales volume
 Expected growth over the next 5 years

Best Entrepreneur
This category is open to all entrepreneurs in the international non-ferrous metal industry. The judges will consider entrepreneurs from
all segments of the no-ferrous metal industry. The best entrepreneurs should have demonstrated successful leadership qualities and
made substantial contribution in the development of the venture he has started.
Speci c Judging Criteria:
 3 year trend in revenue, Op. Pro t, PAT, TAX, RoE, RoI
 3 year trend in capacity, production, sales volume
 Value addition in the company
 Initiatives taken
 Strategic Vision
 Recommendations/ Testimonials from Peers

The Jury
The Mtlexs Team and advisors will sift through the entries and will shortlist nalists in each award category. A high-power,
independent, credible Jury comprising business veterans and industry stalwarts will then brainstorm and decide upon the winner in
each award category.

Mr J C Laddha
Chief Executive O cer-Copper
Hindalco Industries Ltd.

Mr Ranjit Baxi
President,
BIR, Brussels

Mr Abhijit Pati
Chief Executive O cer
Vedanta Aluminium Ltd.

Professor KSS Murthy
Ex. Hon. General Secretary
AAI

Dr D De Sarkar,
Chief Executive O cer
ICDC

Mr Surendra Mardia
Ex-President
Bombay Metal Exchange

Dr. P R Landge
Ex-Assistant Vice President
Quality &Environment
Hindalco Industries Ltd

Mr. B Hariharan
Ex Sr. General Manager
Ordnance Factory Board
Ambernath

Advisors
Mr. S Nanda
Former Director - Operations
Hindustan Copper Ltd.

Mr. Ajit Advani
Former CEO,
International Copper
Association, India

Why Nominate
Mtlexs is organizing the 1st World Non-Ferrous Awards in Mumbai, India on 8th September 2017, in collaboration with leading newschannel of India 'ET Now' and KPMG as the knowledge partner.
Gain global recognition
Finalists - and especially winners - bene t from extensive media coverage, wide exposure in the investment community, and enhanced
peer recognition. The World Non-Ferrous Awards will be covered extensively in industry publications.
Recognize employee achievements
Entry into the World Non-Ferrous Awards is a high pro le, cost-e ective way to recognize your valued employees for their
accomplishments. There's simply no better way to show them that you think their work is award-winning.
Outshine your peers
With hundreds of entries expected, the level of competition is high. The World Non-Ferrous Award provides you with an opportunity to
truly outshine your peers in front of the entire industry.
For Small & Medium Business
There is No Entry Fees. There are special categories for small business, including Technology, Innovation, Energy, E ciency, Young
Entrepreneur, Fasted growing, Equipment supplier, Marketing/ Export excellence and many more.

Advantages















Meet Industry Leaders/Experts and Potential Buyers
Meet Potential Technology Partner
Meet Potential Investors
Many of respectable Industry Professionals & Bankers will review your Nominations
Enhance Market Reach
Potential Export Opportunities
Joint Venture Opportunities
Award to be presented by renowned Personalities, Ministers, CMDs/EDs from Banking Industry, CEOs/CMDs/COOs from
the Corporate Sector
Feature in National Newspapers
Media mileage through Media Partner
Mileage through lacs of emails and thousands of lea ets being couriered
Presence and Recognition on National TV through Pre & Post event coverage in 2 episodes.
Build long-lasting business relationships with the non-ferrous metal industry elites
Demonstrate leadership at a platform connecting players from all non-ferrous metal industry segments

The World Non-Ferrous Awards will be attended by the elites from across the non-ferrous industry. The
exclusive black-tie event will give an exceptional opportunity to the attendees to connect with them at a
common platform. This otherwise hard-to-reach, in uential elites of the industry will further enhance the
prominence of the event. Explore sponsorship opportunities to avail this exclusive opportunity to promote
your brand among such senior leadership and well-informed and accomplished participants. Whats More?
The promotion will not only last for award night but will be carried on for all the future events of
MTLEXS.

Who Should Apply?
Primary Producers

Companies with excellence in:

Secondary/End User/
Manufacturing Companies
Recycling Companies
Public Sector Companies

Marketing
Technologies
Export
Energy E ciency
Renewable Energy Usage
Innovation

Individual Excellence in:

MSME units
International Companies

Leadership
Overall Performance

Financially Successful Company

Young Entrepreneur

Fast Growing Company

Technology Providers, Equipment
Manufacturers

Technically Advanced Company

INVITING...

Manufacturers

Traders

Service Industry
Providers

Individuals

Professionals

....as Nominee for Awards.

Inviting Awards Nominees/Applicants from
Manufacturers/Traders/Service Industry as Nominee for Awards
Products:
From:
Aluminium, Copper, Brass, Zinc, Tin, Lead,
Nickel - Casting, Rod, Wires, Tube, Flat
sheet, section, strip, scrap recycling as well as
components, ttings, lugs, cables and all such
products of non ferrous metals

Ahmedabad, Aligarh, Aurangabad, Bangalore, Baroda,
Chandigarh, Chennai, Coimbatore, Daman, Delhi,
Gurgaon, Hyderabad, Jamnagar, Kolkata, Nashik, Noida,
Pune, Rajkot, Silvassa, Surat, Umergaon, Vapi and such
industrial clusters as well as International Companies,
Trading House etc.

Sponsorship
Overview
The World Non-Ferrous Awards is the rst ever Award ceremony dedicated to the non-ferrous metal industry. The awards organized in
Mumbai are the rst ever black tie event. The event will give a unique opportunity to the participants to network with who's who of the
industry.

Industry experts to deliberate on Future of Non-Ferrous Metal Industry
The World Non-Ferrous Awards will be attended by the elites from across the non-ferrous industry. The exclusive black-tie event will
give an exceptional opportunity to the attendees to connect, these otherwise, hard-to-reach, in uential professionals of the industry at
a common platform. Explore sponsorship opportunities to avail this exclusive opportunity to promote your brand among such senior
leadership and well-informed and accomplished participants. The promotion will not only last for award night but will be carried on for
the future event of MTLEXS.

Bene ts
The sponsorship opportunity of the World Non-Ferrous Awards is a unique chance for the company to have a focused visibility among
the non-ferrous metal industry members throughout the year.
We'll partner with you to achieve your business and marketing goals. We will use our exposure to raise your pro le and promote your
brand before, during and after the event our extensive marketing campaign reaches senior metals leaders.
Maximize the impact of your investment in improving Brand visibility.

Maximize the impact of every marketing rupee you've invested.
Sponsor and be the ultimate winner!

Why should you Sponsor
Be the rst one to create strong impact at the global event on Non Ferrous Metal in India
Promote your product and company among top Indian trade bodies, PSUs and leading
international organizations in the sector
Expand your International business network
Visibility and e ective business networking
Direct Interaction with decision makers from Private & Government authorities and Buyers & Sellers
The best platform in the Non Ferrous Metal Industry in India to get Returns of Engagement (ROE)
Multiple customized options to suit your budget
The earlier you book; the more mileage you get

Sponsorship Bene ts
Achieve exposure for a long period of time
Pre & Post Event television publication on ET NOW
Pre & Post Event print publication with The Economic Times
Get on site awareness with your logo on stage and on other
marketing collaterals
Network with high level Decision Makers

Sponsorship as Year Round Investment
The sponsorship opportunity of the World Non-Ferrous Awards is a unique chance for the company to have a focused visibility among
the non-ferrous metal industry throughout the year. Mtlexs is more than just the organizer of the event and o ers its expertise and
exposure to give your company maximum visibility through its marketing campaigns, before as well as after the event. The extensive
year-around marketing campaign will ensure the brand visibility to the key decision-makers and active members of the industry.




Reach 100,000 metals professionals through our year-long marketing campaign
Awards marketing reaches senior global metals executives with millions of impressions ??
Journalists from following organizations were present in the last conference
- ET Now
- Cogencies
- Metal World
- Metals update
- Network 18
- Newsrise
- Press Trust of India
- Zee News

Past Conference
Past Attendees
Over 300 non-ferrous metal industry leaders and professionals from across the world attended the World Non-Ferrous Conference.
These included managing directors, business owners, senior managers and senior leaders from global non-ferrous metal industry
companies as well as Indian industries, along with representatives from industry associations and media companies. Sponsorship
of the upcoming awards is a sure shot way of gaining attention of these in uential industry members before, during and even
after completion of the event.

Testimonials
The Non-Ferrous Metal sector is not small, it is comparable to the ferrous sector and the best
part is that the non ferrous sector expects much large growth than the ferrous metal. Normally I
attend conferences dedicated to the Aluminium Industry and this is the rst time where I am
attending a non ferrous metal conference.
Mr Mardia had brought us all together whether it is the upstream or whether it is the
downstream industry. If the industry has to develop, we need to see a lot more collaboration
across the whole ecosystem, which is why I wanted to participate in the non ferrous metal
conference like this.
- Mr. Satish Pai, Managing Director, Hindalco Industries Ltd

WNFC is a blend of beautiful project with e orts of Mr. Suneel Mardia, with 30 years of
experience and Saloni through her academic background and exposure of international
market, which has really put the avor as old school is joining the new school of thoughts.
- Engr. Salam Al Sharif, President-BMR, Chairman- Sharif Metals Int'l
& BIR Chairman of the Ambassador Committee

Mtlexs has done a wonderful job by bringing di erent stakeholders from di erent segment of
non-ferrous metal industry into one single platform.
- Mr. Balvinder Kumar, IAS-Secretary, Ministry of Mines

WNFC 2016 is a very good event and has been organized at an appropriate time. This event
should take place periodically so that it provides a platform to the industry to understand each
other problems and challenges and provide solution.
- Mr. J C Laddha, Group Executive President-Copper, Hindalco Industries Ltd

It has been a very wonderful experience at Mtlexs WNFC. It is a very important event for
downstream mfg., primary industry to meet and discuss common issue so that they can work
out and make common platform and sort out their issue and work out at a common ground.
- Mr. P Ramnath, CEO-Copper, Vedanta Ltd

Past Sponsors

Association Partners

For More Details
Website :
http://award.mtlexs.com/

Contact Us
CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT
Ms. Deepmala Gohil - +91-9967665397
FOR SPONSORSHIP
Mr. Sameer Ansari
sameer@mtlexs.com
FOR APPLICATIONS
Ms. Shubhada Gawde
contact@mtlexs.com
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